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Day 1 and 4 out of 11 matches have been completed. There were lots of swingy boards which will 
be discussed below. 

Front runners in the open are Eber/Fick, Apteker/Stephens and Apteker/Gower

In the women the leaders are Bateman/Bloom, Balkin/Izerel and Foaden /Kenny

Bateman/Bloom and Balkin/Izerel will be facing each other in the third match tomorrow and it will 
be interesting to see their results. 

There is still a long way to go and remember that to qualify for the final, coming 8th or better will 
suffice. It’s important to remember that there will be a 75% carryover from the 1st round robin, so 

every match counts. 

Results after 4 rounds

OPEN QUALIFIERS – RESULTS BY ROUND



Fixtures for 15 April

WOMEN QUALIFIERS - RESULTS BY ROUND

OPEN TRIALS



Fixtures for 15 April

MATCH 1
Forcing of not forcing?

WOMEN’S TRIALS



Most pairs in both the open and women’s managed to reach the good slam in spades or NT when 

West opened 1S or 2S (showing a good pre-empt in spades). 

There was 1 accident in the open event which is quite instructive. 

Look at the auction at this table. Who was to blame for stopping in 3S?

A simple rule to follow is that a reverse by responder (here responder East has made a high 

reverse) is game forcing. Therefore, 3S by East should be played as 100% forcing. 

What about the next board? 

I believe most pairs would play that 3C by North on the auction above is a game forcing reverse by 

responder. To play it as non-forcing covers a very narrow range of hands where North has shown 

10+ HCP with the 2H bid but now wants make a non-forcing bid at the 3 level. The auction above 

was duplicated once in the open event and three times in the Women’s. I wander what North must 

bid if it has a game forcing hand. Perhaps a takeout double can cover these hands. 

Those players who thought 3C was game forcing, elected to pass 2S and this went 1 or 2 down. 

1 pair in the open bid a forcing 3C with the North hand and reached the good contract of 5C which 

made easily as the hands fitted very well and there were no distributional surprises. 



Bidding in the pass out seat

James Grant (North) made an excellent decision to overcall a simple 2H with his 15 count after 

it went 1S P P. This allowed the pair to stop in 3H. Most pairs doubled with the North hand and 

then could not stop below 4H which had no play losing 1 spade, 1H, 1D and 1C. Most play that 

an overcall at the 2 level in 2nd position shows 10+ to 17 High card points (HCP). In 4th position, 

I believe it is reasonable to play it shows 10-15 HCP. The North hand has the worst shape for a 

2 level overcall (5332) making this a reasonable action. Of course, doubling is a little safer when 

partner has heart shortage.

James Grant played 3H well to land the contract. He received the King of spades lead which he 

won and played a trump to East’s ace. East accurately continued with the Queen of spades and 

third round that was ruffed and over-ruffed. James then drew the last trump leaving the following 

position (greyed out cards have been played). 



He now played Ace and King of clubs and a third club and whoever won this trick was endplayed 

and forced to open the diamond suit limiting the losers in that suit to 1. 

3H making was worth 6.5 imps as all the other pairs in the open reached 4H going 1 or 2 down 

after making a takeout double in the pass out seat. 



The best result on this hand was achieved by Jenny Foaden (North) and Renee Kenny (South) 

who reached 3NT on the auction shown. This made easily on a spade lead (2S, 4H, 1D and 2C). 

Very well done as it is always difficult to get to 3NT when you have a 9-card major suit fit.  Bidding 

and making 3NT was worth 11.5 imps.

MATCH 2

Only 3 pairs in the open and 1 pair in the Women’s managed to reach this good 5C game. The 

key bid on the auction above was 3C by South (Saul Burman) after North (Andrew Cruise) made 

an invitational 2NT bid. North could then visualise that partner had at most 1 heart which fitted his 

hand perfectly. This hand demonstrates that bids showing shape are often essential to reach the 

best contracts.

 

Bidding 5C making 11 tricks in the Open was worth 5.25 imps. In the Women’s it was worth 8.75 

imps. 



MATCH 3

Listening to the bidding paid huge dividends on the above hand when South played 5S. West 

(Renee Kenny) led the queen of heart which held the trick. Jenny Foaden correctly played the 9 of 

hearts on the queen which was discouraging. Renee realised that if any club tricks were available 

for the defence, these would make later. The bidding suggested that partner might be void in 

diamonds and she therefore, smartly switched to a diamond leading to 1 down. This was worth 5 

imps when 3 pairs made at least 11 tricks in spades. One pair in the women’s made 5H with the 

East west hands. Only a club ruff beats 5H. Making 5H was worth a whopping 15.25 imps in the 

women’s. 



MATCH 3

The best result on this swingy hand was achieved by Diniar Minwalla (South) and Brian Pincus 

(North) in the open when they bid as shown above to reach the excellent 6D contract. This was 

unbeatable despite the poor breaks in both diamonds and spades and was worth 11 imps. Had 

East bid 4H over North’s double, I suspect N/S would have reached an unmakeable 6S. 



Aggressive bidding by North (Sharon Lang)  and South (Lotte Sorensen) led to the reasonable 4H 

game on a combined 20 high card points. The play was easy on a spade lead when both the red 

suits behaved. Getting to 4H and making was worth 10.5 imps. They were the only pair in the both 

the open and women’s to reach 4H making. 

MATCH 4

Noah Apteker and Robert Stephens (South) got a bit lucky on this hand when they avoided the 

doomed 6D or 6NT. 6D played by North is a good slam making a high percentage of the time when 

diamonds break 3-2 and also making sometimes when diamonds break 4-1 and the defence fails 

to the lead spades. On the hand given a spade lead was obvious against 6 diamonds by either 

West or East and 4 pairs in the open went 1 or 2 down. 

Robert decided to sensibly ignore his weak 4 card heart suit and transferred to diamonds and then 

showed a spade shortage. Retrospectively he felt that his 4NT bid was suboptimal as partner will 

always be reluctant to bid the slam holding no help in Diamonds. He felt a 4C cue bid would be a 

better slam try. So it came to pass that Noah passed the invitational 4NT bid. This was worth 13 

imps to North South. 

Results for Board 5 in the open



Bernard Donde

Results for Board 5 in the Women’s


